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2. 1 Introduction: 

This subdivision introduces the trocar interpolation process to the reader. 

The apprehension of the mechanics of this process is critical for in depth 

research into assorted parametric quantities involved in the interpolation 

procedure. There are chiefly two constituents involved in this process viz. 

trocar or cannula placed on top of patient and the implicit in unrecorded 

tissue. Due to peculiar nature of the interpolation procedure, chiefly two 

types of organic structure forces are applied on trocar organic structure i. e. 

interpolation force in longitudinal way and jumping torsion for incursion. This 

action can be thought to be similar to a drill being alternately rotated while 

perforating a stuff block. However, there are other boundary conditions and 

initial analysis parametric quantities introduced. 

2. 2 Description of the process: 

Minimally invasive surgical processs are frequently named based on the type

of sing range used to see the country of the organic structure which is the 

operative site. For illustration, laparoscopic processs use a laparoscope to 

see the operative site and are performed in the inside of the venters through

a little scratch. A gas such as CO2 is introduced in the tummy pit to set up 

pneumoperitoneum wherein the peritoneal pit is sufficiently inflated for the 

interpolation of trocars into the venters. Pneumoperitoneum is established 

through the usage of a usage insufflation acerate leaf, called a Veress 

acerate leaf, utilizing a spring-loaded obturator that slides over the crisp tip 

of the needle every bit shortly as the needle enters the peritoneal pit. This 

acerate leaf is inserted through the facia and through the peritoneum. 
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The sawbones entirely depends on tactile feedback generated at the 

fingertips to find the proper arrangement of the acerate leaf. After set uping 

pneumoperitoneum, the following measure in laparoscopic surgery involves 

the interpolation of trocar/obturator assembly into the abdominal pit. Based 

on the type of surgery, there may be one or more trocar interpolations to 

entree the interior organic structure volume related to surgery. A simple 

conventional diagram for description of the process is given below 

Figure 1. Schematics of trocar interpolation process [ Ref Web [ 1 ] ] 

Degree centigrades: Documents and SettingsYongMy DocumentsMy 

Picturesrocarrocar6. jpg 

Figure. Trocar being inserted into abdominal pit [ Ref 24 ] 

Above figures depict the assorted forces and torsions involved in a regular 

trocar interpolation operation. Trocar is held with one manus for proper 

arrangement of trocar on the abdominal part. The other manus is used for 

using torsion every bit good as for uni directional force application. The 

magnitude of applied force with regard to clip and figure of bends applied 

while tissue incursion are of import parametric quantities for imitating this 

process realistically. There are different methods for cannula interpolation: 

by puting a trocar under direct vision into the peritoneal pit ( Hasson 

technique ) [ Ref 22 ] or `` blindly '' with a bladed trocar with the venters 

desufflated direct puncture and direct puncture with visual image through an

optical trocar. Alternatively, a needle system could be used to entree the 

peritoneum to at the same time insufflate the venters and present a sheath 
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through which a blunt trocar could be placed [ Ref 23 ] . Harmonizing to the 

port arrangement guidelines, there are by and large multiple interpolations 

of trocars into abdominal part in order to handily entree different surgical 

sites with coveted tools. Some tools are used for catching and review of the 

tissue while others are used for cutting or suturing intents. There is a 

cardinal scratch through which a camera is inserted into the abdominal pit in

order to project the surgery being performed on a picture screen for ocular 

mention intents. The full process is carried out under general anaesthesia. 

2. 3 Description of trocars and design parametric quantities: 

There are a figure of types of trocars that are available for interpolation, 

depending on the application. Choice of trocars by and large depends on 

several factors such as the type of entree site, debut of tools of proper size 

at the site including stapling machines, cartridge holder applicants and 

retractors. Harmonizing to the rule of cutting, there are cutting trocars and 

distending trocars. Cuting trocars integrate some signifier of blade at the site

of cutting while the dilating trocars try to press and distend the tissue 

without cutting it first [ Ref 4 ] . Earlier trocars integrated conelike or 

pyramidic terminals in order to consequence interpolation, while the newer 

version incorporates safety shields and blunter plastic blades. Trocars are 

available in both metal tip and plastic assortments. A hollow or solid conelike

plastic tip is a preferable design. Newer version of trocars attempts to unite 

design characteristics of both cutting and blunt type trocars to cut down the 

opportunities of hurt and for less applied force demands [ Ref 4, 25 ] . Five 

different types of trocars were compared in a publication and perforations 
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were performed on the porcine tissue. A figure of different parametric 

quantities such as defect size, interpolation force and removal force were 

measured under standardised clinical conditions for 12 mm entree trocars 

[ Ref 4 ] . The trocars used were shown in figure below which involve a 

individual blade cutting type trocar, a blunt and radically distending trocar, 

plastic blade which is really common, triangular cutting blade type and the 

most modern design i. e. intercrossed distending type trocar. 

Figure 12-mm entree systems used in the survey. ( A ) Single blade film 

editing ; ( B ) blunt-radial dilating ; ( C ) plastic blade ; ( D ) trigon blade film 

editing ; ( E ) hybrid distending [ Ref 4 ] 

Figure. a ) Pyramidal blade reusable B ) Pyramidal blade disposable trocar 

[ Ref 25 ] 

Figure. a ) Flat blade trocar B ) Non bladed trocar 1 degree Celsius ) Non 

bladed trocar 2 [ Ref 25 ] 

It was found that radially distending and intercrossed types are similar in 

footings of perforations while removal force was more or less similar in each 

instance [ Ref 4 ] . This survey nevertheless underlines that characteristics of

cannula design i. e. ridges, togss and textures are responsible factors for 

minimising remotion forces. While new designs cut down the interpolation 

forces, they do n't lend towards drastically improved interpolation 

consequences over the traditional bladed trocar design [ Ref 4 ] . Besides it 

has been found that there are differences in defect sizes and lesion 

parametric quantities associated with trocar geometry and type [ Ref 25 ] . It
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is desirable that we cut down the affected country of the lesion and 

herniation of facia caused by the remotion of trocar at the site ; nevertheless

it is difficult to document all the design factors impacting different lesion 

parametric quantities. A more matter-of-fact attack can be to prove the 

trocar on latest FEM package forfailureanalysis of the environing tissue 

membrane and secret plan different emphasis affected zones next to the 

interpolation site. 

2. 4 Modeling of trocar interpolation process: 

The research work proposed in this thesis uses two different methodological 

analysiss to near the job of realistic mold of the trocar interpolation process 

1 ) Interactive Haptic simulator for patterning force feedback interaction 

2 ) Finite element mold of trocar interpolation process 

1 ) Interactive Haptic simulator for patterning force feedback interaction: 

This process is a premier campaigner for practical world simulation based 

trainers for sawboness to derive valuable simulation experience before they 

pattern existent trocar interpolation on patients. There have been several 

efforts to develop a needle interpolation based simulator for sawbones 

preparation undertakings, the outstanding amongst them uses an synergistic

user interface based system, which gives the expert sawbones, a freedom to

tune different mechanical tissue parametric quantities in order to leave 

different kinaesthetic esthesiss to the user [ Ref 3 ] . It is really difficult to 

reproduce the exact tissue behaviour experienced during surgery in a 
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feasible Haptic simulator. Hence this closed cringle method provides a 

benchmarking expression to set up tissue belongingss in a Haptic sense. 

Figure. Block diagram exemplifying minimally invasive surgery [ Ref 26 ] 

Above figure gives an thought about the closed cringle schematic for 

minimally invasive surgery which is applicable to trocar interpolation process

as good. However, trocar interpolation process in itself is non a surgical 

process but a precursor to the existent minimally invasive surgery process. 

As shown in above figure, the sawbones has a limited position of the surgical

site and force, place, speed and torsion are the active applied inputs on 

trocar, which are so transmitted bit by bit to patient abdominal tissue. During

the full process, the sawbones receives distorted kinaesthetic feedback. The 

feedback is discontinuous since every bit shortly as equilibrium between 

applied and reaction force is established momently, there is no feedback 

force. The opposition to incursion is chiefly determined by the implicit in local

tissue belongingss and trocar geometry and stuffs used. 

Figure. Block diagram exemplifying Virtual world preparation with force 

feedback for minimally invasive surgery [ Ref 26 ] 

Above figure illustrates the closed cringle system integrating a Haptic based 

practical world preparation simulator which involves a practical instrument 

interface. The interface transmits applied force, place, and speed and torsion

vector information many times every 2nd to tactileenvironmentunderlying 

the simulator to calculate the hit sensing with practical tissue and update the

force feedback vector. Trainee sawbones feels the fake force feedback 
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through the practical instrument interface which uses commercially available

tactile devices such as Phantom Omni or usage built Haptic devices. 

Simulated ocular feedback is provided through either 2 dimensional show on 

computing machine proctors or two-channel vision [ Ref 26 ] . 

One of the jobs faced while constructing a trocar interpolation simulator, is 

imitating proper tissue behaviour at the point of braking through tissue beds,

i. e. the feeling of sudden giving off of the tissue when trocar brakes through 

the rectus abdominis part. For the finding of proper force profile for this 

simulator, a through literature reappraisal was carried out to garner 

informations about assorted tissue parametric quantities, braking force 

values for different tissue beds and existent secret plans of force profile 

informations, found in old documents. We have determined that, there are 

two attacks for obtaining the force profile - plotting of the reaction force 

experienced by sawboness with regard to clip and with regard to distortion 

distance. 

Rendering process utilizing tactile devices has been explored antecedently in

a figure of surgery simulations. There are assorted attacks to turn to the job 

of visio tactile simulation of deformable objects based on spring mass based 

systems. There are many finite component based fluctuations for spring 

mass based simulations such as finite component method ( FEM ) [ Ref 27 ] 

and boundary component method ( BEM ) [ Ref 28 ] . Current research job 

nevertheless offers a alone challenge since it involves tissue distortion 

simulation and in writing rendition of tissue cutting during the procedure of 

trocar interpolation. For the simplification of our research job, during the first
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stage we concentrated our attending on tissue distortion and non on tissue 

cutting simulation since it 's a separate research job. Trocar interpolation 

chiefly involves tissue distortion, opposition force to weave distortion, 

braking force and frictional opposition to torquing gesture [ Ref 2, Ref 5 ] . 

There is no literature available on torque measuring and word picture of 

tactile belongingss for opposition to rotatory gesture of trocar. The literature 

that is straight related with this topic is slightly obscure in nature such as the

torsion measuring and word picture while managing of machine tools and 

rotary motion of prison guard driver [ Ref ] . Another research paper which is 

more relevant trades with measuring of torque interactions while managing 

laparoscopic tools [ Ref 29 ] . Hence we needed to trust on ergonomic 

mentions for approximative calculation of torque feedback magnitude and 

nature of torque interaction. 

For simplifying the tactile theoretical account, it is proposed that there are 

two primary mechanisms or provinces for grip force and torque interaction of

trocar with regard to abdominal tissue. These two provinces are described in 

the figures below. In these figures, the transverse plane in which trocar 

geometry resides is termed as cutaneal plane and the angle between this 

plane and y-axis is termed as I± , the angle between omega axis and 

cutaneal plane is termed as I? ( tilt ) and the rotary motion of the trocar 

around the trocar axis is defined in footings of angle I? ( tortuosity ) . 

1. Mechanism for first province: 

First phase consists of gradual addition in distortion forces in a way analogue

to the axis of trocar. As applied force additions, the reaction force reaches a 
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maximal threshold value called braking force after which, trocar 

interruptions through facia and so through the peritoneum. There is by and 

large really small clip slowdown between these two incursion phases 

therefore, it is difficult to separate between the centripetal feeling for these 

extremums. Please refer to calculate below. We see that there is a gradual 

addition in applied force ( on applied force V clip graph ) after which there is 

a plateau part when farther really small addition in force causes the applied 

force to transcend the braking force value. Depending on local tissue 

belongingss, there can be several extremums after the first tableland part is 

reached, and so sudden lessening in force is experienced. This generalised 

nature of the force profile is verified through several mentions. If we observe

the force profile in Ref 6, we see that for 12 millimeter bladeless trocar, the 

extremum force value reached is about 70 N, while for 5 millimeter bladeless

trocar, the recorded extremum force value is about 35. 84 N [ Ref 6 ] . 

However, this research work was carried out utilizing unreal tissue under 

tenseness, without expert accomplishment. Another research paper that 

trades with existent extremum force measuring, on human tissue, utilizing 

piezoelectric detector mounted between sawbones 's manus and trocar, has 

produced a spike natured force profile [ Ref 1 ] . The maximal peak force 

recorded utilizing a detector in this instance is tantamount to 5 millimeter of 

HG force per unit area at the trocar reaching surface country [ Ref 1 ] . It is 

to be noted that the interpolation clip for trocar, in this instance is really 

short since the expert sawboness have right centripetal standardization 

which allows them to infix the trocar utilizing fewer figure of bends and with 

lesser force magnitude [ Ref 2 ] . However, we observe that after extremum 
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force value is reached, in all force profile instances, there is a sudden 

lessening in opposition force since the material failure standard is reached. 

2. Mechanism for 2nd province: 

After tissue incursion, 2nd phase prevails during which trocar wall surface is 

in direct contact with environing penetrated tissue. It is difficult to depict the 

nature of destroyed tissue and the local coefficient of torsional every bit 

good as skiding clash. These forces are of import because, during the 

backdown stage, sawbones has to carefully abjure the trocar in such a 

manner that there is no injury to internal variety meats. The easiness with 

which trocar is withdrawn is a direct consequence of these forces and trocar 

geometry. The magnitudes and the nature of the force profile ( force V clip 

secret plans ) are discussed in following few subdivisions. 

Figure. Four grades of freedom of trocar while interpolation, applied and 

reaction forces during tissue distortion province 

Figure. Frictional peripheral force along the walls and Torsional frictional 

twosome at the fringe, after tissue incursion 

2. 5 Force and torque parametric quantities: 

Force Data 

Different techniques are available to obtain realistic mean extremum entry 

force informations plotted against clip or distortion. One of the direct 

techniques involve, mounting a force or force per unit area detector on 

existent trocar while the process of minimally invasive surgery is carried out.
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Another technique involves measuring of incursion force based on porcine 

tissue incursion utilizing a research lab device. However there are a figure of 

variables involved and it is really difficult to set up a aureate criterion or a 

scope of values for a peculiar instance. Body aggregate index of the patient, 

age, degree of exercising are some of the factors that affect the force profile 

informations. 

One of the documents reported utilizing existent piezoelectric transducer 

fond regard mounted between trocar surface and sawbones 's manus to 

obtain specific force profile informations for each patient with regard to clip [

Ref 6 ] ; nevertheless uponobservationof the force profile, we see that the 

force profile informations does n't give us an thought about gradual addition 

in trocar force opposition. This force profile represents a spike in footings of 

reaction force experienced, which is unequal to imitate a complete trocar 

interpolation, since it does n't enter gradual alterations in force profile 

happening merely before incursion. However, the magnitude of braking force

for each instance is noted down and we can utilize this statistical information

to construct a simulator which allows for different braking force values based

on correlativity between patient 's age and average extremum entry force 

[ Ref 6 ] . 

A old experiment to mensurate the entry force utilizing laboratory 

experiment uses a mechano chemical examiner which tests the incursion of 

a stretched alternate tissue, to plot a force versus incursion distance 

informations. This trial uses changeless velocity of incursion for the trocar 

and does n't pay attending to application of torsion while infixing trocar, as in
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existent process [ Ref 5 ] . Another paper related to old work, for imitating 

trocar interpolation uses a parametric theoretical account to imitate three 

separate parts for a force profile informations utilizing multinomial fit [ Ref 

1 ] . We found that this attack is really utile for readily incorporating a given 

force profile into tactile simulator, for experimentation intents. However the 

usage of any such force profile is arbitrary, till it has been verified by adept 

sawboness to be as close an experience to the existent undertaking of trocar

interpolation. 

Table I 

clip in s 

Force in N 

clip in s 

Force in N 

0 

0 

1. 25 

20 

0. 2 

8 
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1. 4 

30 

0. 5 

7 

1. 5 

35 

0. 7 

5 

1. 6 

40 

1 

10. 1 

1. 7 

50 

Time in seconds 

Force in N 

Force in N 
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Time in seconds 

Figure ( a ) Rough secret plan of Force profile [ Ref 1 ] , ( B ) Force profile 

after re-parameterization and curve adjustment 

Figure ( a ) Typical spike force profiles obtained from 5mm and 10 millimeter

diameter trocar 

interpolations [ Ref 6 ] 

Another important research work performed utilizing instrumented trocar 

systems against 20 swine theoretical accounts was reported in one of the 

recent documents by Paserotti et Al. [ Ref 29 ] . The full experimental 

process was repeated for two bladed non retractile trocars and four bladed 

retractile trocars. 

Table II [ Ref 29 ] 

Fd, entire thrust force ( Newton ) ; 

Ff, force needed to travel through facia ( Newtons ) ; 

Fp, force needed to travel through peritoneal liner ( Newtons ) ; 

Fl, loss of drive force after come ining the peritoneum ( Newtons ) ; 

Ld, the sum of tissue distortion ( centimeter ) ; 

Lt, the length of trocar exposed in the venters after the peritoneum retracts (

centimeter ) ; NA ; non applicable ; 
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Td, clip to drive the trocar into the venters ( sec ) ; 

Tr, continuance of blade exposed unprotected ( sec ) [ Ref 29 ] 

The characteristic nature of force profile obtained in this research, confirms 

the fact that there are multiple extremums encountered during incursion for 

get the better ofing different tissue beds ( facia and peritoneum beds 

severally ) . After the braking force magnitude is reached, a sudden loss of 

opposition or giving off of the tissue is experienced which should be 

efficaciously simulated with the lowering of Haptic opposition during the 

simulation. 

Torque Data: 

Measurement of torsion informations for trocar interpolation procedure, is a 

complex undertaking since interpolation normally involves 2 to 5 bends in 

clockwise and anticlockwise waies [ Ref 2 ] . The clasp features and the 

mode in which torsion is applied is non unvarying for all the instances, 

besides some sawboness use small to no torquing when it comes to 

interpolation. Hence, we have to trust on informations from old research 

work in order to acquire an thought about the torsion magnitude. There are 

other ergonomic mentions from which we can mention to the industrial class 

torquing attempts in assorted types of clasps such as power clasp, cardinal 

pinch and tip pinch clasps etc. There are two major classs of clasps viz. 

prehensile and non prehensile clasp [ Ref 31 ] . The clasp used for catching 

trocar organic structure is a prehensile type of clasp ( specifically cylindrical )

and based on the carpus rotary motion and gripping force, variable sum of 
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torsion can be transmitted at the interpolation point. For the screwdriver 

interpolation gesture which is about tantamount to the trocar interpolation 

gesture in some ways, the maximal torsion that can be exerted is about 5 

Nm for a feed force of about 60 N [ Ref 30 ] . 

However a more dependable projection for torque measuring is found in 

another mention [ Ref 31 ] , for both instrument to organ interaction during 

laparoscopic surgery and trocar abdominal wall interaction during 

interpolation procedure. There are a scope values that have been 

documented in this mention, which suggest that rotational gesture in the 

clasp produces approximately 0 to 0. 7 Nm of torsion at the interface. 

Besides, the frictional force opposing the rotary motion is found to be about 

3 N in magnitude at the interface. A major guideline for design of Haptic 

simulator is stated in this mention that Haptic esthesis is greatest at the low 

value of translational or interpolation speed and at the smallest angles of tilt 

I? [ Ref 31 ] . 
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